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ABSTRACT

RESUMEN

In his contribution to the Bromeliaceae for the Monographiae Phanerogamarum of C. de Candolle, Mez (1896)

proposed seven new species of Hechtia using mainly material from Mexico.

In the aforementioned work, Mez described Hechtia podantha citing a single collection of material grown

intheSchonbrunn garden, which was collected and deposited in the herbarium of the Department of Botany

of the Naturhistorisches MuseumWien in Vienna (W) and was cited in the protologue as follows: “Patria

absque dubio Mexico. (Descript, ex specimine sicco hort. Schoenbrunn., in herb. Vindob. conserv.).” In 1935,

in his contribution to the work of Engler, Das Pflanzenreich, Mez mentioned that the living material had

disappeared from the Schonbrunn garden: A Warfruher im Schonbrunner Garten in Kultur, ist aber nicht mehr

wrhanden. However, he added to the examined material, one specimen from Tehuacan, Puebla ( Liebmann

s n- 1841) and two other collections from Pachuca, Hidalgo (Pringle 6932, Aug 1898, and Pringle 11188,

%1902). Moreover, the original specimen at Wwas apparently destroyed during World War II, or at least

* is not actually found in the collections (W. Till, pers. comm.) (cf. also Merrill 1943, p. 490). Therefore,

dK type material of Hechtia podantha is missing. There is a photograph of the type deposited at the Field

Museum(negative 29960, F), in which original label appears with the following text: HRB. MUSEIPALAT.

VINDOB. /N°. /Hechtia/ C[ulta]. h[orto], V[indobonensis]. [11852. However, there are no known duplicates

of the original collection at the herbarium and the living material cultivated in Vienna has also been lost.

Currently, the interpretation of this species is based on the original description and in the circumscrip-

tion made by Mez in Engler Das Pflanzenreich (1935) and by Smith and Downs (1974) in their treatment of

the genus for Flora Neotropica.

During a taxonomic revision of the Hechtia podantha complex (Martinez-Correa 2008), we found that

tnis name was applied to different plant populations with similar morphological characteristics. The inap-

propriate application of the podantha epithet has been the result, at least in part, from the lack of type material

lh3t a,lows Ae questionable identification of the species, coupled with the lack of suitable specimens.

F<* the above cited reasons, we believe it is important to review the nomenclatural status of this spe-

0165 and designate a neotype to provide the correct application of the name. Of all the material reviewed by

Jj^e selected specimens collected by C.G. Pringle (6932) in the state of Hidalgo and deposited in several

/
3na

’ Whose feat ures match those described for Hechtia podantha in the protologue, and also with the

to graph of the original material deposited at F (negative 29960).
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